
Are you crunching the numbers to build a 
business case?
Having done this before (once or twice 😜) we’ve got you covered. Projects using Planner see 
value in many ways but when it comes to calculating ROI, here’s the go-to combination. 

1. Get Back Time

3. Protect Yourself

2. Stop Those Delays

Planners and engineers report serious time savings by working in Planner 
and outputting sequence maps in a click. That’s what it’s built for. 

How much time? Well most of our users will tell you at least 2 to 4 
hours every week just on planning. Ask Ryan (Ryan’s Story) or Michelle 
(Michelle’s Story)! At that level alone, the time an engineer saves in a 
single week will pay for up to 3 months of Planner (and many more if we 
consider those expensive planners 💰).

With Planner on-board, every day teams are finding issues before they 
happen. The collaborative working environment is designed to drive 
teams closer together as the work approaches. Zainab will vouch for 

that (Zainab’s Story)!

How do you value that? Well, at the extreme, the costs of delay (site 
overheads or damages 😟) are enormous. But if we look at a single pro-

ject team with 4 to 8 engineers and a workforce of 25 to 50, Planner will 
pay for itself by helping the team avoid just one delay per quarter. 

Yep, per quarter.

Construction is complex and delays happen. The construction team must 
stay focused on the future to keep driving progress on-site. When it 
comes time to sum-up the costs, accurate records are the key to recov-
ering cost and time from the right party 🔑. 

Teams using Planner gain an asset that’s everywhere and never for-
gets - this is what Phil values most (Phil’s Story). Making the difference 
for commercial teams is super hard to put a price on but conservative 
estimates of a single compensation event should yield figures that easily 
cover annual subscription fees. www.aphex.co
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